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Charles W. Peck (PhD '64)—an eminent physicist, 

dedicated educator, and former chair of the Division of 
Physics, Mathematics and Astronomy (PMA) at 
Caltech—passed away on Thursday, July 21, 2016. He 

was 81 years old.

Peck was born November 29, 1934 in Freer, Texas, and earned his 

bachelor of science degree from New Mexico College of Agriculture 

and Mechanical Arts in 1956. He went to Caltech for his graduate 

studies, receiving a PhD in 1964. Peck spent his entire professional 

career at Caltech, first as a research fellow (1964–65) and then as 

assistant professor (1965–69), associate professor (1969–77), and 

professor of physics. He retired in 2004. From 1983 to 1986, Peck 

served as executive officer for physics; he was PMA chair from 1993 

to 1998.

Peck was a "great scientist, a kind individual, and an amazingly 

dedicated and successful teacher," says Fiona Harrison, the 

Benjamin M. Rosen Professor of Physics and the Kent and Joyce 

Kresa Leadership Chair of PMA. He was twice (in 1988 and 2001) 

the recipient of an award for teaching excellence from the Associated 

Students of the California Institute of Technology (ASCIT) and 

received an award for teaching excellence from the Graduate 

Student Council in 1993.

Peck's research was in the area of experimental particle physics, 

designing and conducting experiments to study the basic 

constituents of matter. As a graduate student, he used the electron 

synchrotron at Caltech to investigate a class of exotic short-lived 

particles known as "strange." He participated in a wide range of 

accelerator-based studies aimed at probing the structure and 

properties of quarks—the fundamental building blocks of 

matter—and at clarifying the nature of the strong and weak nuclear interactions, two of the four fundamental 

forces of nature.

"The first I heard of the legendary Charlie Peck was when I joined [the late] Bob Walker's group in my first 

year in the physics program at Caltech," recalls Elliott Bloom (PhD '67) of the SLAC National Accelerator 

Laboratory. "Charlie was a senior graduate student working with Bob; he had spent a large part of his 

graduate student career getting the electron synchrotron to work and was finally able to complete his thesis 

doing physics with this machine. His work on the machine enabled a long line of graduate students to much 

more rapidly obtain their degrees, including me. We all loved him for that alone."

When the "charm" quark, a previously unknown type of matter, was discovered in the 1970s, Peck and 

Bloom invented and built a totally new type of particle detector they called the "Crystal Ball." It was a 

hermetically sealed detector that accurately measured all photons that emerged from particle collisions, 

enabling important studies of the properties of charmed quarks. This device proved to be both powerful and 

productive, not only for understanding charm quarks, but for many follow-on experiments, including pivotal 

studies of the subsequently discovered "bottom" quark.

Charles W. Peck
Credit: Courtesy of the Caltech Archives
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Hero of the Caltech Synchrotron

I Many prominent physicists received their Ph.D. at the Caltech
Synchrotron in the 1960’s

I I believe they all heartily acknowledge fellow graduate student
Charlie as the one who kept it working and improved it

I at the probable sacrifice of taking longer to graduate
himself. . .

MAGNET 7 ELECTRON INJECTOR 7 RADIO FREQUENCY 
ACCELERATING CAVITY -7 

Caltech's new electron accelerator will be the 

most powerful machine of its type ever built 

T H E  ~ ~ N S ~ I T ~ J T E  HAS AM\OUM':LD plans for d new high 
energy phybics laboratory in which it will build a 

one-billion-bolt electron acclerator. or "atom smasher'. 
( E  & S, July '419). The acclerator, an electron synchro- 
tron, will be the most powerful machine of this type 
ever built. The electron sjnchrotron principle was first 
developed by Edwin M. MrMillaii (Â¥wh graduated from 
Caltech in 1928. recehed his M.S. here in 1929. and 
his Ph.D. in 1932) of the I riiversity of California at 
Berkeley. A S O 0  000.000-volt unit is now in operation 
on the Beikelej campus. and there are similar units at 
Cornell I ~ n h e r s h .  and the h!fassdf'husiltts histitute of 
Tecluiologj . 

Findl pidii? and designs for the Caltech synchrotron 
were developed during a year-long i-uney jointly fi- 
nanced by the Office of &aka1 Research and the Atomic 
Energy Cummissioii. The conclusion of the survey--that 

research with electrons of a billion-volt energy was a 
highly important unexplored field-resulted in an 
Atomic Energy Commission contract to assist the Insti- 
tute in building such a machine. 

The synchrotron nil! be built in two stages. first, a 
magnet ( to be obtained from the Unherteity of Califor- 
nia, where it was used for a pilot model of the six-14- 
lion-volt proton acclerator r im  under construction 
there) will be used. with minor modifications, to speed 
up electrons until they have energies of 500,000,000 
electron volts. After borne experience has been obtained 
at this energy, the additional .modification,; will be 
made to bring the synchrotron to the billion-iolt level. 
Tlie first stage should be completed in about a year: , 
the becond in an additional year and a half. 

The synchrotron w i l l  be housed in the present Optical 
Shop. where the 200-inch mirror for the Palomar tele-., 
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Crystal Ball Inventor

Important to measure photons to
study charmonium spectroscopyCharmonium	

3/18/2016	 Oreglia-EllioOFest	 5	

•  Charm	anC-charm	appeared	to	form	
atomic-like	states	

•  Would	this	tell	us	more	about	the	
inter-quark	potenCal?	

•  The	key	was	to	measure	photons	

•  But	that	requires	expensive	tech	
•  Lead-scinCllator	calorimeters	

were	the	norm	…	
•  Paupers	relied	on	photon	

conversions	
•  And	the	staCsics	(backgrounds)	

were	terrible	

Brainstorming sessions with
Elliott Bloom lead to the Crystal
Ball concept for a NaI(Tl)
photon detectorA	Non-magneCc	Detector!!!	

3/18/2016	 Oreglia-EllioOFest	 9	
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Crystal Ball Inventor

The real Crystal Ball – stacking
the crystals at Harshaw

Stacking	

3/18/2016	 Oreglia-EllioOFest	 14	

Works like a charm(onium?) –
The γγJ/ψ Dalitz plot

The	BeauCful	Spectra	

3/18/2016	
Oreglia-EllioOFest	

23	
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The peripatetic Crystal Ball

One of the longest, most well-traveled lives in the business. . .

I Crystal array assembly at Harshaw Chemical Company in
Cleveland

I 1978-1981 SLAC – SPEAR
I work on possible move to PEP
I 1982 proposal to be first/second detector at SLC

I 1982-1987 DESY – DORIS II
I 1987-1996 SLAC ESB (mothballed)
I 1996-2002 BNL AGS
I 2002-present Mainz Microtron (A2 Collaboration)
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Main features of Macro as ν detector

       
  

          

        
   

        
     

         

Charlie Peck    -- The heart of MACRO at Gran Sasso



MACRO – Grand Unified Monopoles

MACRO exceed Parker Bound



MACRO – Atmospheric ν Oscillations

Data: R = 0.59 ± 0.07stat

Expected (No oscillations): R = 0.75 ± 0.04sys ± 0.04th

Expected oscillations R = 0.58  ± 0.03sys ± 0.03th



Administrator

I Not Charlie’s passion(!), nonetheless he leaves an important
legacy as Chair of the Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy
Division at Caltech (1993-8)

I Played an substantial role in the survival of LIGO at a delicate
and difficult time in its history

I Even as Charlie was gravely ill, he was excited by the
announced discovery of gravitational waves

His career in his own words, at:

Oral history: Charles W. Peck
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Thanks, Charlie!
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